
UPATAIRS

2 Bathrooms

Is also great.They are located at #2(earth), 2nd worst star, sickness, illness 

and7(metal) rapture, sex scandal, controversial statement

These bad stars are carried away by running (flushing) water. It is great!!

Master Bedroom

You should locate a bed like picture on your floor plan for great view.

Here is star#7(metal) rapture, sex scandal, controversial statement.

Not so good area, but only you should do is to locate plants in the water for star#7.

Because, other area in your bedroom is star#3(wood), dispute, plunder, 3rd worst star.

I don’t want to recommend “Dispute” area for your bed location. That is why.

Small Bedroom[69]

Here is located at star#6(metal)past prosperity, law problem, problem of respiratory organs.

It looks no good, but star#6 will become good meaning once good energy start to be circulating through your 

house.It is going to be star#6 “Academic success, business success”

Here is actually a good bed room.

Small Bedroom[25]

Here is the same direction as entrance area & breakfast table.

Definitely need to locate  XINGREN WATER  here.

＊
Summary＊

Key Point 1

This building is built at ideal location in Feng Shui.

So, I am sure you can attract good energy and let it circulate thru your house by using appropriate remedy.

Key Point 2

Right side(=Dragon Side=Mail Side=Master Side) of your house looks too weak.

You need to locate Metal element Dragon at the entrance as a countermeasure.

Key Point 3

Invisible energy at the entrance(=face of your house) is no good.

You need a Metal element Dragon at the entrance, and also Amethyst Dome need to be located at stairs 

as a countermeasure.

Key Point4

If you can succeed to good energy at the entrance, it ’s easy to passing straight to the balcony thru frame of 

stairs.  You need to locate Amethyst Dome at stairs as a countermeasure.

＊
Important＊

Feng Shui Items, Crystals, Stones for protection

 has to be purified and animated by Taoism Manner.

                                           Feng Shui Master  Sean Shono 2/27/21”
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<Invisible Element>

Entrance
Is located at star#

2(earth), 2nd worst star, sickness, illness 

5(earth) worst star, misfortune

It’s the worst combination.

Entrance is the most important place in your house.

Here is a face of your house.

You need to have fresh air & good nutrition (=good energy) here.

(countermeasure)

1, to stop bad energy trespassing into your home

We traditionally locate Feng Shui Ruler at the entrance.

It is like the gate at the gate community.  It stops bad energy trespassing.

2, to invite good energy into your house

Locate Feng shui Dragon at the entrance area. 

You know that Dragon is good GOD of right side, and he actually could invite good energy from outside.

I recommend you to locate Dragon made with metal element  at sign#3 on your floor plan.

Because Dragon made with metal element can work at  [25]area.

***#2&5=earth. earth have to support metal. It means earth will be tired.

3, to catch good energy and let circulate it through your house

Locate Amethyst Dome at sign#4 on your floor plan as I said at paragraph D.

****(recommended colors: white, gold)(=so, door color should be white)

*****(Mirror reflects star [25] here. It means 2&5 stay here(can not move from here), so I don’t want to 

locate big mirror in this area.  If you want to locate Big Mirror here, let it reflect XINGREN WATER in 

the mirror)Breakfast Place[25]

is also a part of [25]area.

I want you to have a traditional remedy for star [25].

I want you to set locate XINGREN WATER at sign#1 on your floor plan to reduce & avoid star [25]in this 

whole area.
*****or you can set it in front of big mirror at the entrance area.

Kitchen & Dining Table

Is located at star#9(fire) 2nd best star, prosperity in the near future

Here is very good area to enjoy cooking & taking a meal.

Recommended color is green, red, orange, purple, and recommended shape of dining table is rectangle.

Living Room & a part of Dining Area

is located at TAICH(center) of your house,

It is good position in Feng Shui.

There are 2steps between Living area & Dining area, but I think it doesn’t encumber energy circulation in 

Feng Shui. 
Here is actually great area too.
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Salty Water

C, Hollows on your floor plan(entrance door)

Each direction has several kinds of lucks they are controlling. They are like these.

Eastadvance luck（昇進）, imagination luck, the eldest sun （長男）, river（肝臓）, leg（足）, throat（喉）

South East: Human relationship（人間関係）, marriage（結婚）, business（仕事）, eldest daughter（長女）, intestine（腸）, 

hairs（髪）, thigh（太腿）
South: Honor（名誉）, Position（地位） , Popularity（人気）, Heart（心臓）, Eyes（目）, Blood（血液）

South West: Family（家族）, Find a Job（就職）, Promotion（昇進）, Spleen（脾臓）, Stomach（胃）, Mascle（筋肉）

West: Money（金運）, love（愛情運）, youngest daughter（末娘）, old woman, lungs（灰）, respiratory（呼吸器）, 

teeth（歯）, lips（唇）
North West: Support（援助）, Superior, master（ご主人）, old man, head（頭）, neck（首）, bone（骨）

North: Husband & Wife（夫婦）, Subordinate,（部下） Secret Savings（へそくり）, second son（次男）, kidney（腎

臓）, organs,. urinary organs（生殖器、泌尿器）

North East: Real Estate（不動産）, Inheritance（相続）, Savings（貯蓄）, 3rd son（三男）, breast(chest)（胸）, back（背中、

腰）, nose（鼻）, fingers（指）
If your floor plan has hollows, they will make their lucks gradually going down.

Your house has big hollows at the entrance(E direction).

Entrance is one of the most important place in your house, because here is a face of your house.

Countermeasure is easy.
Locate small natural crystal ball at each 3 corners at the entrance, and bury 1 small natural crystal 

point”at out side like sign on your floor plan.

D, Invited good energy passing straight to the outside through frame of stairs.

If you succeeded to invite good energy at the entrance from outside, good energy passing straight to the 

balcony through frame of stairs. 

You know the chief purpose of Feng Shui is to attract good energy, and to let circulate invited good energy 

through your house.1 idea is to nail a board on the frame, but I don’t think it’s a good idea, because invited good energy will be 

going up top floor only.It means good energy don’t circulate through your house.

I want to recommend to locate Amethyst Dome at sign#4 on your 

floor plan.
It can catch good energy there, then let it circulate through your 

house.
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Feng Shui Report  of Zola’s New House 　　　　　　　　　　　2/27/21
                     2 Cypress Way, Rolling Hills Estates CA 90275

There are 2 ways of understanding in Feng Shui.

One is Visible Factor by anybody.
If I take a look at your house, inside and outside, it is not so difficult to know it is good or bad in Feng Shui.
I will explain about it first.

Another one is Invisible Factor.
I created energy flowing chart of your house by traditional method. We call it “Flying Star Chart”.Chart is 
created by using data like house direction, location of the entrance, built year, etc.
This is the most popular method among Feng Shui masters all over the world.

My master(teacher) used this method for Hong Kong Peninsula Hotel, Malaysia Twin Tower, etc.
I used this method for Tokyo Tower.

 <Visible Element>
A, (Geographic) Feng Shui Ideal
is like this picture. This is a picture of KYOTO.

If your house is located at the center of this picture,
“Mountain” (=higher place) should be located at back of your house for good Feng Shui, 
And, “Water” (=ocean side) should be located in front of your house for good Feng Shui.

I know you think front side is located at higher place of your house, because front door is located that side, 
but I judged your house is facing ocean side in Feng Shui.

So, it means I judged your house is fundamentally “FENG SHUI IDEAL”.

It means your house could easy to attract(invite) good energy into your house.

B, RIGHT SIDE(DRAGON) & LEFT SIDE(TIGER) in FENG SHUI
But, some bad points.

The house facing down slope to the right (if see from outside) brings bad luck* to male family members 
(especially for the master of the house.) in Feng Shui.
*Injury, Illness, Business Failure, or Inferior position in the family members.

Because, right side (=DRAGON side=Male side) is actually lower(=weaker).
**In Feng Shui, right side of the house, must be the place for DRAGON, 
superior to  TIGER whose place is the left side. 

 
Also, I am worrying about steep downslope at right side (DRAGON side=Male side).
It looks luck of male family members might be suddenly pulling down.

So, I want you to avoid these minus influences.
Locate Strong Feng Shui DRAGON (Metal element) at the sign#3 on your floor plan.
Feng Shui Dragon will reinforce weak dragon power at right side of your house, 
and invite good energy into your house from the entrance door.
In a sense, front door is a face (mouse, nose) of your house.

You need to have a good energy (good nutrition, fresh air) here.
Strong Feng Shui DRAGON (Metal element) could do all.
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Feng Shui Visit 

It is said that Feng Shui was started 6000 years ago in Ancient China. 
「葬書Sosho」 written by 郭璞 Kakuhaku during the   Jin Era(晋代）says 

「  」(Chi scatters by wind and stops by water), which became 

the origin of the word Feng Shui (Wind and Water).  This sentence simply 
explains the theory of Feng Shui.  The energy of fortune from the ground needs 
to be protected from strong wind, so it requires small hills on both right and left and a mountain behind, 
then open space and water in front where energy can stay.  The Feng Shui environment becomes the 
foundation of the luck of the people who live there, and it boosts up the fortune and luck which they 
already have. 

With our in-home Feng Shui Evaluation, a Feng Shui master visits your home to check the ups and downs of 
your land, ceiling and floor, condition of the beams, location of your furniture and the outside view you see 
through your windows. We utilize the Flying Star, Eight Houses and Yotakusanyo three important points 
methods.  In addition, we look into Geo Pathic Stress Lines on your property. 

http://dowsing.jp/article/022geopathic_stress.html 

We determine the best day to place your Feng Shui goods in your home based on Qimen Dunjia (Kimon 
Tonkou) for the separate fee of $190. 

 It takes about a week to create the report.  Please understand that we sometimes have a waitlist. 


